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Playboy Playmate, Actress, Author and Emmy winning producer, Devin Devasquez shares an

intimate look at her life's journey from her poor disadvantaged childhood to her Hollywood romances

including her time with rock icon, Prince.
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Her book is ok...I thought it would have more concrete information about Prince. It did speak of her

6 month brief encounters with him , but those details were stretched out among her life story..which

was somewhat interesting. After the chapter where Prince broke up with her the book became a

bunch of her woulda..shoulda...couldas and regrets of things she didn't do with him. For example

she found out about the Diamonds and Pearls video and wished she woulda did it when he

asked....things like that. It was tiring reading how she always had to know what or where he was. Or

how in concerts if he didn't make eye contact with her she would be disappointed, or disappointed



he didn't play his old songs...or the stage wasn't to her liking. But it went from bad to worse in the

last 3 chapters where she analyzed and psychologized PrinceÃ¢Â€Â™s life like she had a degree.

Most of her sentences were I think this or I think that... so don't be disappointed because you're

paying for her thoughts. The book was had me thinking it would be more of her time...more of her

love affair and friendship with Prince. It did expose her life story and it's nice but before now...she

really wasn't that revelant to me. I just expected more and felt a little let down.

This is NOT a salacious "tell-all" book, full of secrets and scandals. This is also not a cheap

"cash-in" on a celebrity's death. While it's true that Devin only dated Prince for a relatively short

time, they reminded friends for decades, and he continued to have a major impact on her life. But,

honestly, even without the connection to Prince, her life stories is pretty fascinating. Reading how

she went from shy abused girl in Louisiana, to Playboy playmate and actress, and everything she

went through to get where she is will keep you glued to the page. I read this book straight through in

3 days. I highly recommend it.

I enjoyed this book and feel it is something I will add to my favorites. Love the realness and honesty.

I really enjoyed reading this book, it took me on a detailed journey into Devin's life at a time that was

considered as the greatest decade in our history, the 80,s. She tells an intriguing great story that

encapsulates her wide eyed, naive, bitter sweet time in her life. You can't put this book down

anticipating to see what happens next. I can see the possibility of this being movie one day! An

easy, fun and evoking read!

A definite page turner. I couldn't put it down once I started reading it. Devin really captures what it

was like to be a young woman working in Hollywood at the beginning of her career and meeting

Prince for the first time. She takes us on a wonderful journey throughout her life, from her

relationship with Prince, to meeting her soulmate, Ronn Moss. A truly inspirational story.

I couldn't put it down, loved going back to the 80's, and hearing about life in Hollywood and her time

with Prince!!!

I read this book in one sitting. It was an easy read. I love Devin's candor about a side of Prince

many would have loved to see. She was still classy and respectful of him. This is a light-hearted



book and I recommend it to anyone who wants insight into Prince as well as Hollywood and

modeling behind the scenes.

It was nice to read about your journey with Prince. Getting a sneak peek behind the mysterious

curtain was pretty cool. I just purchased your book and ended up reading it in one session. I am

happy you found your soul mate. Thank you for sharing your life with us - well written and from your

heart.
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